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Reducing costs of controlling nonpoint source (NPS) pollution will be a high public priority in the next century. Compliance and transaction costs of reducing nitrogen runoff from dairies in the Lower Susquehanna Watershed by 40% are estimated for perfectly targeted and uniform performance standards. The perfectly targeted standard reduces compliance and transaction costs by almost 75% compared with the uniform standard. Future NPS control policies should use spatial information to target policy resources to priority concerns, areas, and farms. Further research is needed to lower the costs and increase the accuracy of spatial information.

Effective policy design to reduce nonpoint source (NPS) pollution in agriculture will be crucial in the next century because of increasing public desire for water quality protection, limited public funds for reducing water pollution, and ambivalence about command and control approaches. Textbook analyses (Bohm and Russell 1985; Tietenberg 1998) imply that flexible, decentralized instruments for protecting water quality should be favored when polluting firms vary in their resources and pollution control costs. Flexible instruments are policies that can adapt to changing economic conditions (tastes and preferences of consumers, production technologies, resource stocks) in order to achieve the water quality goal (Bohm and Russell 1985). Flexible instruments allow actors to take advantage of their unique information in order to minimize compliance costs of controlling pollution.

But such analyses do not usually consider transaction costs. Transaction costs include all costs incurred by the water quality agency in order to carry out the pollution control policy. Transaction costs include information, contracting, and enforcement costs (Krier and Montgomery 1973). From a water quality agency's viewpoint, information costs include the costs of determining (1) the identification of farms to be targeted; (2) the set of actual farm practices and pollutant loadings in the watershed and linkages between practices and loadings; and (3) which practices need to be adopted to achieve objectives of reduced loadings. Contracting costs are the administrative and staffing costs involved in contacting targeted farms, in reaching agreements with farmers about practices that must be adopted or loadings reductions that must be achieved, and in writing up contracts to create the legal status necessary to implement policies. Enforcement costs are incurred in determining whether pollution-reducing practices have been implemented or pollution reductions achieved and in imposing and extracting penalties from noncomplying farms. Enforcement costs include litigation costs when required practices or pollution reductions are appealed.

Compliance costs are reductions in farmers' net incomes in order to comply with the pollution control goal. Compliance costs are likely to decrease as policies come to be based on more spatial information. The effects of spatial information on transaction costs are unclear and site-specific. Information costs may increase with targeting because of the increased costs of collecting more spatial information used to decide which farms to target. However, contracting and enforcement costs may decline because targeting reduces the number
of farms requiring contracting and enforcement activities.

Advances in knowledge about how to collect and analyze spatial information (e.g., geographic information systems, satellite imagery) suggest that the supply of spatial information is increasing. Because of potential to use spatial information to achieve water quality goals while reducing compliance costs and perhaps transaction costs, the demand for spatial information to support water quality protection efforts could also increase. Improved spatial information may yield large benefits to society because NPS pollution is heterogeneous and diffuse. Increases in demand for spatial information depend on whether the net benefits from the use of such information to reduce NPS pollution control costs over uniform policy design can be demonstrated.

In this study, we present a conceptual framework for estimating the value of spatial information in reducing NPS control costs and demonstrate the framework with an empirical application to Lower Susquehanna watershed dairies. This watershed is located mainly in Pennsylvania with a small portion in Maryland. We then suggest implications of the empirical results for future research and policy design to facilitate use of spatial information for NPS control in agriculture.

Conceptual Framework

The value of information in reducing pollution control costs depends on the type of policies used to reduce pollution. Here we focus on the value of information for allocating pollution reductions under a regulatory performance standard. The framework, however, is general and could be applied to other policies, including design standards, practice subsidies, and subsidized pollution reduction.

We assume society has chosen the pollution reduction goal and wishes to minimize costs of achieving the goal. The value of information (\(V_p\)) is based on the difference between total control costs of a performance standard uniformly applied to all farms (\(CC_p\)) and a perfectly targeted performance standard (\(CC_p\)).

\[
V_p = CC_U - CC_p.
\]

\(CC_U\) is estimated as:

\[
CC_U = \sum_i [C_{iu}(r_i) + TC_{iu}(r_i)].
\]

\(C_{iu}\), the \(i\)th farm’s compliance cost of achieving the uniform standard, is a function of \(r_i\), the level of pollution reduction on the \(i\)th farm. Compliance costs equal the reduction in net farm income resulting from complying with the practices required to reduce pollution. Reductions in net income may be due to the farmer’s direct costs of implementing required practices or structures as well as opportunity costs from having to eliminate or reduce profitable enterprises. We assume pollution reduction costs on each farm will increase at an increasing rate with the amount of reduction.

\(TC_{iu}\), the transaction costs of achieving the performance standard, are also a function of pollution reduction (\(r\)) as well as the number of farms (\(i\)) to which the standard is applied. A more stringent performance standard (greater pollution reduction) may impose more complex practices and higher costs on farmers, which may increase farmers’ incentives to avoid carrying out the practices and the agency’s costs of enforcing the standards. Applying the standard to more farms increases the agency’s transaction costs, because the agency must cover more area and deal with more farmers in contracting and enforcing the standard. Performance standards have high transaction costs because of the difficulty of measuring or estimating farmers’ pollution as well as the large number of pollution-reduction practices available. Measurement is complicated because of dynamic and spatial influences, including extreme weather events and topographic features.

Furthermore, setting a performance standard for agroenvironmental pollutants in water presumes that the science exists to trace these contaminants to specific sources and practices. Such knowledge is not available for many agroenvironmental problems, because agricultural NPS pollution is diffuse and often subject to long lags before pollutants are observed in surface water or groundwater. Simulation models may substitute for field monitoring studies, although they too can be handicapped by lack of validated data on the linkages between polluting source and impact (Batie and Ervin 1997; Decoursey 1985; Negahban et al. 1994; Thomann et al. 1994; Rader 1994). These complications add to transaction costs and an uncertainty of achieving the standard.

Despite these complications, information with respect to on-farm spatial characteristics could be used to estimate farm costs of reducing pollution. Aggregate compliance costs could be lowered by assigning greater reductions to farms with lower compliance costs. Minimum total control costs with perfect information (\(CC_p\)) are:

\[
\text{Min } CC_p = \text{Min } \sum_i [C_{ip}(r_i) + TC_{ip}(r_i)]
\]
subject to:

\[ 0 \leq r_i \leq e_i \]

\[ \sum_i [e_i - r_i] \leq Z. \]

Pollution reduction on any farm \((r_i)\) must be less than the farm’s unconstrained pollution level \((e_i)\). The standard requires that total pollution from the farms in the watershed not exceed a designated performance standard level \(Z\). The performance standard would need to be set by agency authorities and address a single pollutant such as nitrogen deliveries to surface water and/or groundwater.

Minimization of total costs occurs under the following conditions:

\[ \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r_i} + \frac{\partial TC_i}{\partial r_i} - \lambda \geq 0 \]

\[ r_i \left[ \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r_i} + \frac{\partial TC_i}{\partial r_i} - \lambda \right] = 0 \]

\[ \lambda \left[ \sum_i [e_i - r_i] - Z \right] = 0 \]

\[ \lambda \geq 0. \]

Each farm’s marginal compliance plus transaction costs must equal or exceed \(\lambda\), the shadow price for the pollution constraint, which is the incremental cost of a one-unit reduction in \(Z\), the allowable pollution in the watershed (equation [6]). Farms for which the marginal increase in transaction plus compliance costs exceeds \(\lambda\) are not required to reduce pollution \((r_i = 0)\) (equation [7]). Farms required to reduce pollution have marginal compliance plus transaction costs equal to \(\lambda\). If the sum of pollution is less than \(Z\), the shadow price of the pollution constraint is zero \((\lambda = 0)\) (equation [8]). The pollution shadow price is nonnegative (equation [9]). If farms have unequal compliance costs, an assignment of pollution reductions to farms that satisfies equations (6–9) will reduce total compliance costs compared with a uniform performance standard.

The effects of targeting on transaction costs are uncertain. Information costs for targeted and uniform standards might be similar assuming information on all farms must be collected in either case, although perhaps more detailed information would be needed to decide which farms to target. Contracting and enforcement costs might decline with targeting because fewer farms would have to be selected and monitored for compliance compared with a uniformly applied standard.

**Empirical Application**

**Case Study Area**

The study area is the Lower Susquehanna watershed, which drains to the Chesapeake Bay. In 1983, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, the District of Columbia, the Chesapeake Bay Commission, and the Environmental Protection Agency signed the Chesapeake Bay Agreement, by which all parties agreed to cooperate to protect and restore the Bay. In 1987 these parties agreed to reduce controllable nitrogen and phosphorus entering the bay by 40% by the year 2000. Control efforts have focused on agriculture, which contributes an estimated 39% of nitrogen and 49% of phosphorus entering the bay (Chesapeake Bay Program 1996). An estimated 16% baywide reduction in total phosphorus was achieved from 1984 to 1992, but nitrogen levels did not change significantly (Chesapeake Bay Program 1994). In 1992, the agreement partners reaffirmed their commitment to the 40% reduction goal beyond 2000. They also adopted “tributary strategies,” which called on states to target their nutrient reduction strategies according to nutrient problems within each river basin (Virginia Chesapeake Bay Program 1993).

The Lower Susquehanna watershed consists of five million acres, including 1.5 million in agriculture. This agricultural acreage is estimated to be the largest single source of nutrient pollution in the watershed (USEPA 1992). The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Economic Research Service, the National Agricultural Statistics Service, and the Natural Resource Conservation Service conducted a survey of field and farm-level agricultural and conservation practices at Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) sites in this watershed. The Lower Susquehanna Area Studies Survey combines economic and management data with detailed site information. Personal interview surveys determined farming practices on fields encompassing 500 randomly selected NRI sites in the watershed. The Lower Susquehanna Area Studies Survey combines economic and management data with detailed site information. Personal interview surveys determined farming practices on fields encompassing 500 randomly selected NRI sites in the watershed (weighted for soil hydrological groups). The NRI contains numerous physical attributes of randomly selected cropland and pasture land sites (USDA/SCS n.d.). Input quantities, timing of input applications, and management practices are available for each selected field. Sales, total acres in each crop, labor use, livestock numbers, and government program participation are also available for the farm that includes each field.

Our study focused on 246 sites located on dairy farms, of which 232 were located in Pennsylvania and 14 in Maryland. Nine farms were discarded from the analysis because they had missing infor-
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mation, leaving 237 farms in the analysis. Of the sample dairy farms 37% had sales between $0 and $99,999, 39% between $100,000 and $249,999, 17% between $250,000 and $499,999, and 7% had sales exceeding $500,000.

Each farmer’s constrained optimization problem is to maximize profits ($\pi$)

$$\text{Max } \pi_i = \text{Max } \sum_m P_m Y_{im}(X_{ikm}(d_i))$$

subject to:

$$\sum_m B_{ikm} X_{ikm} \leq b_{ik}$$

$$\sum_k \sum_m e_{ikm}(Y_{ikm}, X_{ikm}, d_i) \leq z_i(S)$$

$Y_{im}$ is a multioutput production function on the $i$th farm producing $m$ crop and livestock activities using inputs $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k$, and $P_m$ is output $m$’s net return. Outputs can be produced with differing technologies, which represent unique combinations of the $k$ inputs. Output also depends on $d_i$, an index of soil characteristics on the $i$th farm that affect crop productivity and potential for runoff. Activities are linked by conventional constraints such as limits on total land and labor ($b_{ik}$). $B_{ikm}$ is use of the $k$th input in activity $m$ on the $i$th farm. If a performance standard is imposed, the sum of nitrogen runoff delivery resulting from the $k$ inputs and $m$ outputs ($e_{ikm}$) must be less than $z_i$, the farm’s allocation of nitrogen runoff delivery. The level of $z_i$ depends on the targeting standard ($S$) where $S = 1$ is the uniform performance standard and $S = 2$ is the perfectly targeted performance standard.

With the targeted performance standard, a sequential optimization ensures that equations (6) through (9) are satisfied and total compliance plus transaction costs for the watershed are minimized. A watershed level optimization chooses the least costly farms to target as well as the amounts of nitrogen runoff reduction to be achieved by targeted farms when both compliance and transaction costs are considered.

The maximization problem is solved using a linear programming model (SUSFARM) designed for farms in the Lower Susquehanna River watershed (Bosch, Carpentinier, and Heimlich 1995). SUSFARM is written in GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System) (Brooke, Kendrick, and Meeraus 1992) and solved with MINOS (Modular In-core Nonlinear Optimization System). Input files containing the information from the survey specific to each farm, such as management practices and type and amount of land and livestock, are read by GAMS, and each farm is solved sequentially.

Crop and dairy livestock product sale prices are Pennsylvania weighted average prices for 1991–95, and variable input costs are from Pennsylvania farm enterprise budgets (Pennsylvania Cooperative Extension Service 1992). All costs and prices are expressed in 1996 dollars. Fixed costs are not included. Labor is provided by fixed family labor as well as seasonal labor, which can be hired at $6.50 per hour.

**Livestock Enterprises**

Livestock enterprises include dairy cow, beef cow-calf, hog farrow-to-finish, and poultry broiler operations. Four rations are available for the dairies: alfalfa-corn silage, corn silage only, alfalfa hay only, and alfalfa haylage. Milk production per cow is a function of herd size (Ford 1992), and feed requirements are in turn a function of milk production. Livestock facilities are assumed to be fixed in the short run, and the herd size cannot exceed the number of livestock each farmer reported in the survey.

Balance equations ensure that all manure produced is spread on the producing farm’s cropland. No more than 25% of manure production can be spread in any season unless the farmer reported having manure storage facilities or constructed some storage at a fixed cost per unit of manure capacity. Per-ton manure spreading and storage costs are synthesized based on machinery, labor, and storage facility requirements (Ritter 1990).

**Crop Enterprises**

SUSFARM includes alfalfa, corn grain, corn silage, grass pasture, wheat, soybeans, oats, grass hay, and rye cover, which account for nearly 93% of crop acreages reported in the survey. Each farm’s total land available for crops and pasture is based on the survey. Balance equations require crops produced or feeds purchased to equal or exceed livestock feed requirements plus sales. Alfalfa, corn grain, soybeans, oats, and grass hay can be bought and sold. Wheat can only be sold, while soybean meal can only be purchased. Crop yields are based on the soil type at the sample site (Serotkin 1993). Soil properties at the sample site are assumed to hold for the entire farm.

Crop nutrients can be applied as animal manure and/or commercial fertilizer. Nitrogen is also obtained from precipitation, legume fixation and carryover, and mineralization of soil organic matter. Manure nutrient content equals the amount of
plant-available nitrogen, phosphate, or potash per ton of manure (in dry matter). Manure nitrogen volatilization losses in storage and after spreading and seasonal nitrogen runoff and leaching between the time of spreading and crop uptake are subtracted from nitrogen availability.

SUSFARM distinguishes thirty-six rotations, which refer to sequences of crops and tillage operations. Rotations have some combination of four tillage types (conventional, reduced, no-till, and none), nine crops, and contour strip-cropping or no-till cropping. Choice of rotation affects potential soluble and sediment-adsorbed nitrogen runoff. The estimated effectiveness of strip-cropping in reducing erosion is taken from the USDA/SCS (1991), while annualized costs of implementing contour strip-cropping are taken from Camacho (1992).

Under the Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform Act (FAIR, HR 2854) (USDA/ERS 1996) crop production is not restrained by commodity program participation. Government program payments are not estimated because they are not affected by the farm’s nitrogen runoff.1

Nitrogen Applications and Delivery

Mass-balance equations in SUSFARM require that nitrogen from mineralization of soil organic matter, precipitation, commercial fertilizer, manure, legume fixation, and legume carryover equal or exceed crop uptake after accounting for nitrogen volatilization, leaching, and runoff. Nitrogen contributions to crops and nitrogen runoff from fertilizer and manure spreading are calculated according to how, when, and where spreading occurs. The model contains two methods of nitrogen application (surface applied and incorporated) and four seasons of application. Nitrogen runoff is reduced by applying closer to the season of plant uptake and by incorporation.

Soluble nitrogen runoff in each season depends on precipitation, the partition of precipitation into runoff and infiltration, and the nitrogen available to runoff (Yagow et al. 1990). The precipitation partition into infiltration and runoff depends on the average rainfall per rainfall event as well as crop, tillage, and hydrological soil group (USDA/SCS 1986). All soluble nitrogen runoff is assumed to be delivered to surface water.

Annual nitrogen loss in sediment is a fraction of the annual per-acre sediment erosion for each crop rotation as calculated from the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (Wischmeier and Smith 1978; USDA/SCS 1991). Potential to reach surface waters is estimated in SUSFARM with the sediment delivery ratio described by Shanholz and Zhang (1988). The delivery ratio is a function of the distance to the nearest body of water, the land cover along the flow path from fields to the receiving water body, and the slope of the flow path to the receiving water body.2

Transaction Costs

Transaction costs were estimated by identifying and budgeting costs of activities required to target and enforce nitrogen runoff reductions (Carpentier 1996). These activities include the initial activities and costs to collect the information, contract with the farmer, and enforce the agreement for each regulatory standard as well as the activities and costs to update the implementation each year over a ten-year horizon (table 1).3

Uniform Performance Standard

For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that a uniform 40% reduction in nitrogen is applied to all sample farms. The agency estimates a baseline pollution loading level $e_i$ and the practices that achieve the 40% reduction on each farm. Because it would not be practical to monitor pollution from each farm, simulation models such as EPIC (Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator) (Williams et al. 1989) that predict the flow and path of pollution under farm conditions are used to estimate the baseline. To run such a model, agency personnel must determine farm physical characteristics and boundaries. An agent must travel to the farms and gather field boundary information, calibrate the simulation model for the area, and estimate a delivery ratio to surface water for each farm’s runoff. The simulation model is used to identify practices that achieve a 40% reduction on each farm. An estimated seventy-three hours per farm are required initially to gather the necessary information for the uniform performance standard, and twelve hours are required each year to update the plan to account for changing economic conditions.4

---

1 Farms need to comply with conservation requirements on highly erodible land (HEL) in order to receive government payments.
2 More details on nitrogen runoff calculations are described in Bosch, Carpentier, and Heimlich 1995.
3 Estimated enforcement costs do not include litigation costs.
4 Information costs could also be incurred for monitoring of ambient water quality, identification of the pollution contributions from point and nonpoint sources, consideration of stream flow and temperatures, and possible resetting of the performance standard, $Z$ (equation (5)), or re-specification of the linkages in the simulation model between farm practices and environmental impacts. These complications of monitoring and adaptive feedback strategies are not addressed in this study.
Table 1. Activity Hours and Transaction Costs Per Farm to Implement Performance Standardsa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Contracting</th>
<th>Enforcement</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uniform performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial (hrs)</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>73.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update (hrs/yr)</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annualized cost ($)</td>
<td>496.00</td>
<td>109.00</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>691.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Targeted performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontargeted farms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial (hrs)</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>77.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update (hrs/yr)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annualized cost ($)</td>
<td>233.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>233.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted farms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial (hrs)</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update (hrs/yr)</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>26.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annualized cost ($)</td>
<td>610.00</td>
<td>158.00</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>854.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial hours represent hours required in the first year to implement the standard. Update hours are the hours required each of the following years to maintain the standard.

*aCosts are based on a ten-year horizon and a real 5% interest rate. Annualization factor is equal to 7.7217 (Lee et al. 1980, appendix table 4, n = 10, i = 5). Travel costs include an average of 30 miles at $0.25/mile. Total costs depend on number of hours required for tasks and types of professionals performing tasks. Hourly wages are $23, $25, and $32 for a technician, an agronomic expert, and an attorney, respectively.

Contracting the uniform performance standard involves returning to each farm to discuss alternative pollution prevention and control plans with the farmer and to reach an agreement. The farmer must be presented with the set of practices for his/her farm and allowed to choose the preferred best management practices (BMPs), a procedure that is assumed to take two hours. An attorney can then write the contract including the practices agreed upon, and the farmer has to visit the office to sign. Four hours are allowed each year for contracting, at an annualized cost of $109.

Enforcement in this study consists of verifying that the practices in place are those agreed to by the farmer and formalized in the contract. Farm adjustments are likely to be complex and involve more than one BMP as well as a nutrient management plan; thus 3.4 hours are required annually, at an annualized cost of $86. Total annualized information, contracting, and enforcement costs are $691 per farm.

A pure performance standard would have the agency set the level of pollution allowed and the farmer select the preferred practices. Enforcement would be based on whether the stipulated performance level were met. The policy instrument described here has characteristics of a design standard because enforcement is based on whether the farmer follows agreed-upon pollution control practices. However, we refer to the instrument as a performance standard because the farmer has the choice of practices to follow as long as the simulation model predicts that the selected practices will achieve the goal of reduced nitrogen runoff.

**Targeted Performance Standard**

The allocation of farm compliance requirements that achieves the 40% reduction in nitrogen delivery at least cost is found using sequential optimization. Costs are minimized—first at the farm and then at the watershed level. Costs of reducing nitrogen runoff delivery by a specified amount are minimized for each farm, and shadow prices for the nitrogen delivery constraint are estimated. In this study, shadow prices for 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% reductions in nitrogen delivery are used to derive each farm’s marginal compliance cost curve. A mixed integer programming model, ALLOCATI, is then used to minimize watershed costs of achieving the desired aggregate reduction in nitrogen delivery (Carpenter 1996). Watershed costs equal the sum of compliance costs (approximated by shadow prices of nitrogen reduction on each farm) plus transaction costs.

The initial costs of visiting the farm and calibrating the crop simulation model are the same as for the uniform standard, but an additional bioeconomic model is required to simulate shadow prices. These shadow prices are subsequently used in ALLOCATI to find the allocation of requirements among farms that minimizes compliance plus
transaction costs (as identified by equations [6–9]). Farms for which the marginal increase in transaction costs plus compliance costs always exceed the incremental cost of pollution reduction in the watershed (h) are not targeted.

Transaction costs are estimated separately for targeted and nontargeted farms. Nontargeted farms are assigned an annualized information cost of $233 per farm for seventy-seven hours required to estimate their marginal compliance costs. Nontargeted farms are assigned zero reduction because of their high estimated costs of pollution reduction and have no contracting and enforcement costs.

Eighty hours are required to gather initial information for targeted farms. More time is needed on targeted farms compared with nontargeted farms in order to specify practices that minimize compliance plus transaction costs over all targeted farms. Targeted farms require sixteen hours to update the information annually and total annualized information costs are $610.

Contracting costs may be higher for the targeted performance standard than for the uniform performance standard because (1) farmers may have preferences for farming practices other than those estimated to be cost-minimizing; (2) farmers may disagree about which practices are cost-minimizing on their farms; or (3) farmers may disagree with the level of reduction imposed on their farms. Assuming that the allocation is fixed but that farmers can offer alternative practices, the technician is assumed to have to go back to the office and repeat the analysis with the proposed alternatives. Contracting therefore requires two visits to each targeted farm to evaluate farmers’ proposed alternative practices to achieve their performance standard, adding $49 to the annualized cost of the uniform allocation. Enforcement activities and costs per targeted farm are assumed to be the same as for the uniform standard. Total annualized transaction costs are $854 per farm.

Results

Baseline

In the baseline (unrestricted) case, average total gross margins are $131,934 and nitrogen delivery averages 893 pounds per farm (table 2). Farms milk an average of 136 cows and have 278 acres of harvested crops, over a third of which are alfalfa. No-till is the leading form of tillage—indicating its higher profitability in this watershed compared with reduced and conventional till.
construction of an average of 14 tons of manure storage (dry matter basis) allows winter spreading to decrease to 4 tons (from 31 tons). Manure incorporation into soil triples to an average of 120 tons. On average, acres of reduced tillage increase from 58 to 132 acres, while no-till acreage is reduced to allow the increase in manure incorporation. Over 50% of planted acres on the average farm are strip-cropped. Idle pasture land increases by ten acres. No cropland is idled.

**Targeted Performance Standard**

The targeted performance standard is achieved by the same management practices as the uniform standard, but the practices are limited to fewer farms, resulting in a mean total gross margin of $129,158 for the total sample of 237 farms, $9,469 more per farm (averaged over 237 farms) than under a uniform performance standard (table 2). Strip-cropped acreage, new manure storage construction, fall manure spreading, manure incorporation, and wheat acres increase on targeted farms relative to the baseline, while winter manure spreading declines.

**Control Cost Comparison**

While both the uniform performance and targeted performance standards reduce nitrogen delivery by 84,628 pounds, the total control costs of the targeted standard are one-fourth of control costs for the uniform standard ($770,886 versus $3,065,832). Compliance costs and transaction costs are each less for the targeted performance standard compared to the uniform performance standard (table 3). Compliance costs are $657,912 ($2,776 per farm averaged over 237 farms) for the targeted performance standard compared with $2,902,065 ($12,245 per farm) for the uniform standard. Total compliance costs are lower for targeting, because runoff control practices are required on fewer acres in the watershed when farms with large nitrogen deliveries and low marginal costs of reducing deliveries are selectively targeted for larger reductions. Only 93 of the 237 farms are targeted.

Seven farms abate 60,235 pounds (75% of their baseline on average) or 71% of the required reduction in nitrogen delivery for the whole watershed. A few farms contribute large reductions because (1) they tend to be on sites with the highest nitrogen delivery potential (steep slopes and close to water), and (2) in the baseline they tend not to use any management practices to reduce nitrogen runoff, such as manure storage and strip-cropping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Costs of Reducing Nitrogen Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uniform</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pounds reduced per farm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of farms targeted</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pounds reduced per farm targeted</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total compliance cost (237 farms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Per farm compliance cost</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction costs ($)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total transaction costs (237 farms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information cost targeted farms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information cost nontargeted farms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contracting and enforcement costs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total transaction costs (237 farms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Per farm transaction cost</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction costs per pound</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total control costs (237 farms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Per farm control costs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control cost per pound</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average over 237 farms.

This combination of large initial delivery and few management practices in use (and thus many available alternatives to control delivery) results in very low marginal compliance costs for these farms. For example, the seven farms that reduce 75% of their baseline have mean baseline delivery of 7,587 pounds per farm and mean shadow prices of $2, $3, $13, and $27 per pound for the first 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% reductions, respectively. Farms not targeted have mean baseline delivery of only 391 pounds per farm, and the associated shadow prices are $109, $271, $668, and $1,074 per pound for the 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% reduction levels, respectively.

Transaction costs are $112,974 ($477 per farm averaged over 237 farms) for the targeted performance standard, compared with $163,767 ($691 per farm) for the uniform performance standard. Total information costs are lower for the targeted standard than for the uniform standard because the information on 237 farms has to be updated every year for the uniform standard, while the information on loadings and required reductions has to be updated for only 93 farms for the targeted performance standard (table 3). This result assumes that nothing occurs in subsequent years that would
cause nontargeted farms to have lower compliance costs than targeted farms. Contracting and enforcement costs are lower under targeting than under the uniform standard because there are fewer farms on which standards must be contracted and enforced (93 farms versus 237 farms).

Compliance costs are more unequally distributed under targeting. The 20 targeted farms bearing the highest compliance costs have a total of $511,700 compliance costs or 78% of the total. Under the uniform standard, the 20 farms bearing the highest compliance costs have a total cost of $1,111,313 or 38% of the total. Equity concerns of targeting could be addressed by encouraging pollution reduction trading between farms with high and low costs of reducing nitrogen runoff (Malik, Larson, and Ribaudo 1994). For example, all farms could be required to achieve an equal percentage reduction in runoff. However, farms with high costs per pound of reduced nitrogen runoff could purchase pollution permits from low-cost farms that would allow them to exceed their allotted runoff standard by a certain amount. Low-cost farms that sold permits would reduce their runoff below their allotted standard.

#### Implications for Research

The preceding analysis suggests that the use of spatial information with adequate technologies and institutions can reduce costs of controlling NPS pollution. Further research is needed in the following areas to better assess potential cost savings from using spatial information to target NPS pollution control.

#### Intrafarm Spatial Variability

The procedures described here assume that each farm has homogenous soil and topographical characteristics based on a single NRI sample site drawn from that farm. Relaxing this assumption to allow intrafarm heterogeneity in soil characteristics and field topography might change the estimated value of spatial information. If more sample sites were drawn from within each farm, it is likely that the variability among farms in terms of their average soil and topographical characteristics would decline. In the case study, farms with the lowest costs of reducing nitrogen runoff have fields with steep slopes that are located close to water. If field characteristics on these farms vary, then low-cost reductions may be achieved on only part of the farm.

To assess the effects of varying spatial attributes within farms on the value of information, we changed eight locational and biophysical characteristics most correlated with nitrogen delivery in the watershed (Carpentier 1996). These parameters were changed so as to lessen nitrogen delivery potential on the seven farms controlling 71% of the required reduction in nitrogen delivery for the targeted standard. Our assumption was that if more sample sites had been drawn from each of these farms, the average nitrogen delivery potential of each farm would have been reduced because of the variability of soils and topography within the farm. The slope steepness (slope percent) and slope length were decreased by 50%. The clay content of the upper soil layer was decreased to its suggested lower bound (USDA/SCS n.d.), an average reduction of 43%.

Parameters increased by 50% were distance along the flow path from the field to the nearest water body, the flow path slope function, and weighted cover of the flow path from the farm to the nearest body of water. Finally, the soil hydrological group assigned to each of the seven farms was raised one level to increase runoff potential. Soil hydrological groups (A to D) are a classification given by the Natural Resources Conservation Service to U.S. soils to describe their infiltration and runoff potential (Novotny and Chesters 1981). Soil group A indicates the lowest potential for soluble runoff and D has the highest potential. Six of the seven farms were located on soil hydrological group C and were moved to B; one farm was on soil hydrological group B and was moved to A.

As shown in table 4, the value of information was sensitive to changes in farm characteristics. In all cases, the value of information decreases from the baseline, because compliance costs increase as farms with smaller nitrogen delivery potential and higher costs of reducing nitrogen are targeted, and because transaction costs increase as more farms

---

7 Infiltration depends on permeability of soils and subsoils, soil moisture, vegetation cover, and other parameters (Novotny and Chesters 1981).

5 In the baseline, the midpoint of the suggested range for clay content of the NRI sample point was used on each farm.
Table 4. Effects on Value of Information of Changes in Farm Characteristics for Selected Farms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Changed</th>
<th>Change in Parameter Value</th>
<th>Value of Information ($2,294,946)</th>
<th>Percentage Change in Value of Information</th>
<th>Sensitivity Index</th>
<th>Number of Farms Targeted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before changes</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,294,946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field slope</td>
<td>↓ by 50%</td>
<td>2,144,781</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field slope length</td>
<td>↓ by 50%</td>
<td>2,208,040</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil upper layer clay content</td>
<td>↓ by 43%</td>
<td>2,249,846</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to nearest water body</td>
<td>↑ by 50%</td>
<td>2,235,597</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope function of the flow path to surface water</td>
<td>↑ by 50%</td>
<td>2,235,336</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover of flow path to surface water</td>
<td>↑ by 50%</td>
<td>2,235,576</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrological group</td>
<td>If C→B, B→A</td>
<td>2,274,294</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Farms selected are the seven farms that have both the largest amount of nitrogen loss reductions and the lowest cost nitrogen loss reductions.

*Value of information = uniform standard control costs minus targeted standard control costs.

*Sensitivity index = percentage change in value of information divided by percentage change in parameter.

*Farms targeted from a total of 237 sample farms.

are targeted. For instance, a 50% decrease in the slope steepness on these seven farms increases the number of farms targeted from 93 to 133 (43% increase) and increases all farms’ average compliance costs by 19%. As a result, the value of information declines by about 6.5% for a 50% decrease in field slope on the farm. The resulting sensitivity index, computed as the percentage change in the value of information for a 1% change in the farms’ characteristics, is 0.13 (6.5/50). The field slope length comes next with an 0.08% decrease in the value of information for every 1% change in the field slope length on these seven farms.

Results are also sensitive to flow path slope and cover, soil upper layer clay content, and distance to stream, each having a 0.05 sensitivity index. The soil hydrological group had the least effect on the value of information (though the sensitivity index cannot be computed). In the model, the soil hydrological group is assumed to affect soluble nitrogen runoff but not erosion. Estimated soluble nitrogen runoff is smaller than estimated sediment-adsorbed nitrogen runoff for the sample farms. Therefore, changing the soil hydrological group, which affected only soluble runoff, had less effect on nitrogen runoff than did other parameters, which affected sediment-adsorbed nitrogen runoff. The same number and the same farms are targeted with the change in the soil hydrological groups, while for all other characteristics, the number of farms targeted increases.

Efforts to target low-cost farms for pollution reduction must consider spatial variability within farms as well as across farms in order to accurately measure each farm’s average cost of reducing nitrogen runoff. Further research is needed to identify other parameters that vary within farms and are correlated with the farms’ costs of reducing pollution.

Managerial and Institutional Characteristics

The model assumes rational, profit-maximizing behavior, but farmers vary in their knowledge and objectives related to pollution-control practices. For example, some farmers overapply nutrients because they lack knowledge about plant nutrient sources and requirements (Norris and Shabman 1992; NRC 1993). Other institutional constraints, such as the need to fill marketing quotas and limited borrowing capacity, may also limit adoption of NPS pollution control. Surveys could determine farm management attitudes, information barriers, and institutional barriers to controlling NPS pollution in order to refine strategies based on spatial information. These characteristics could be used to identify potential candidates for point/nonpoint source pollution trading, for educational programs and subsidies, or for control. However, this information is expensive to collect and subject to rapid change compared with soil and topographical attributes. A better strategy may be first to identify areas with relatively low costs of reducing pollution without consideration of management or institutional characteristics and then to survey only these farms to determine if other barriers exist. These results would allow tailored education, technical assistance, and other subsidies to be targeted to farms that have the highest potential payoff in
terms of reduced costs of water quality protection (NRC 1993).

**Transaction Costs**

The sensitivity of the value of information to transaction costs was analyzed by increasing per-farm transaction costs by 100%. The increase in per-farm transaction costs reduces the number of farms targeted from 93 to 79. Total control costs for the targeted standard are $876,355 ($667,795 compliance costs plus $208,560 transactions costs). Total control costs for the uniform standard are $3,229,599 ($2,902,065 compliance costs plus $327,534 transactions costs). The value of information is $2,353,244 ($3,229,599 – $876,355), an increase of $58,298, (2.5%) relative to the baseline. The sensitivity index is +0.025 (2.5/100). The value of spatial information increases slightly because the targeted standard has fewer farms on which standards must be contracted and enforced so total transaction costs increase by a smaller amount compared with the uniform standard.

The low sensitivity index implies that farmers' compliance costs are more important than transaction costs in selecting nitrogen runoff control policies. However, litigation costs were not considered in this study. More research is needed to determine how litigation costs would be affected by policies that are targeted based on spatial information. Targeting could increase farmers' perception of unfairness in the way the control burden is spread and could therefore increase litigation. However, spatially based targeting also provides a rationale for asking some farmers to bear more of the burden because they have lower costs of compliance or because they contribute more pollution. This rationale may make a targeted policy more defensible in court than in uniform application of the policy. Targeting also reduces litigation potential by reducing the number of people affected by pollution control programs.

Transaction and compliance costs could be reduced through participatory approaches, which involve farmers in decisions about how a policy is implemented. Farmers have specialized knowledge about their operations, which can be used to estimate the site-specific costs and effectiveness of best management practices. Water quality agency personnel can provide information to farmers about the site-specific impacts of agricultural practices on pollution potential. The information exchange between farmers and the agency may result in strategies that are tailored to the unique characteristics of each farm in order to achieve water quality goals at lower cost. By lowering farmers' costs and giving farmers a voice in implementation of strategies, participatory approaches may make farmers more likely to implement pollution control strategies, thereby lowering enforcement costs.

**Consumer Impacts**

Spatial targeting reduces the number of producers impacted by water quality programs. Targeting could limit increases in food and fiber costs resulting from environmental policies and save consumers money compared with an untargeted NPS control policy. Such potential savings should be considered in determining future expenditures on spatial information.

**Changing Economic Conditions**

Changes in commodity prices, input costs, agricultural policies, land ownership patterns, zoning laws, and other economic conditions may affect the optimal spatial distribution of NPS pollution control. Well-designed spatial decision support systems (Negahban et al. 1994; Covington et al. 1988) allow economic parameters to be varied and merged with spatial data to analyze public policies. For example, in the case of pollution-reduction trading between point and/or nonpoint pollution sources, prices of pollution permits would have to be monitored to ensure that no single permit buyer or seller in the watershed dominated the market and kept prices artificially high or low.

**NPS Pollution Processes**

NPS pollution policies centered on spatial information rely not only on data such as field slope, cover crops, and distance to streams, but also on simulation models that can link changes in farm practices or farming systems to ultimate changes in environmental outcomes. The information base is growing but currently has many gaps. Furthermore, research is needed that links pollution performance standards to desired outcomes with respect to human, animal, and ecosystem health. Such information, if validated, should reduce the potential litigation of targeted NPS pollution control strategies as well as improve their cost effectiveness.

**Conclusions and Implications**

Achieving water quality protection objectives in the next century will be challenged by increasing public desire for clean water, decreasing govern-
ment budgets, and public ambivalence about command and control approaches. New technologies are increasing the supply of spatial information that can be used to lower the costs of nonpoint source pollution prevention and control policies. The demand for spatial information for NPS pollution control will depend upon the design of NPS pollution policies. This study estimated the value of spatial information in reducing NPS control costs, which include both compliance and transaction costs, for a case study of dairy farms in the Lower Susquehanna watershed.

Costs of a uniform and a targeted performance standard designed to achieve a 40% reduction in nitrogen runoff were compared. The types of practices used to achieve the reduction were similar in the uniform and targeted standards except that they were carried out on fewer farms in the targeted standard. Farms reduce runoff by strip-cropping, manure storage, manure incorporation, and shifting timing of manure application. Targeting based on spatial information reduced compliance costs by nearly 80% compared with the uniform standard. Transaction costs were also reduced by targeting because fewer farms required contracting and enforcement of the performance standard. Total control costs were 75% lower with targeting.

The basic elements of a flexible, cost-effective agroenvironmental policy appear to be clear environmental quality objectives (e.g., performance-based standards); targeted policy resources to priority concerns, areas, and farms; flexible incentives (positive or negative) for farmers to achieve objectives; and tailored assistance and information to those farmers who must change their farming practices and/or farming systems to obtain environmental quality objectives (Batie and Arcenas 1997). The information and research needs of such an ideal targeted NPS pollution control policy are impressive. Clearly, both a research agenda and policy implications are found in the limited use of performance standards, missing knowledge about linkages of pollution source and impact, and lack of knowledge about adoption behavior (Batie and Ervin 1997). There is, however, considerable evidence addressing needed changes in farm practices to reduce runoff and leaching rates from an individual farm. This knowledge can help determine, in an approximate manner, what farms and what regions have the potential to be the more important sources of pollution (NRC 1993; U.S. Congress/OTA 1995; USDA/ERS 1994).

Research similar to this case study can assist in identifying which parameters are best correlated with improved environmental outcomes at low cost. Spatial information can help determine which farms should be targeted to receive tailored assistance and/or regulatory attention. While regulatory authorities may justifiably be concerned about information costs and gaps, in the future information costs are likely to decline as spatial information technology improves and is more widely adopted. Market mechanisms such as nonpoint/nonpoint or point/nonpoint source trading could reduce some of the public administrative costs of achieving water quality objectives. Also, the pursuit of a targeted NPS pollution control policy based on spatial information will induce more research attention on informational gaps.

Further research is needed on the use of spatial information to reduce NPS pollution control costs. However, there is enough preliminary evidence to suggest that targeting NPS pollution control policies using spatial information has the potential for considerable cost-savings in achieving water quality goals.
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